ABSTRACT. This paper continues the study of the smoothness properties of (real) topological linear spaces. Frampton, we use these results to give sufficient conditions for the existence of smooth partitions of unity on manifolds modelled on topological linear spaces.
Preliminaries.
In order to make this paper self-contained we include the definition of the two types of derivative used and the definition of an S-category.
We will employ the definitions of the derivative in topological linear spaces investigated in detail by Averbukh and Smolyanov [2] , [3] . See also [14] , [15] and [l9l.
Let TLS denote the class of all Hausdorff topological linear spaces over the real field R. Let <£ j(E, F) = £(E, F) denote the set of all continuous linear maps from E into F, where E, F £ TLS. We define by induction £AE, F) = i_(E, i. j(E, F)). Each S-J.E, F) is given the topology of uniform convergence on bounded subsets of E. If X is a topological space, G(X) will denote the class of all open subsets of X.
Let f:U -V, where U £ (3(E), V £ Gif), E e TLS and F £ TLS. Then we say / is Fréchet differentiable at x £ U, if there exists u £ i.(E, F) such that for each bounded subset B of E and for each o-neighbourhood W in F, there exists <5 > 0 such that fix + th) -fix) -u -th e tW, whenever h £ B and \t\<8.
X (E, F). In case E and F are normed linear spaces, the Hadamard derivative coincides with the "quasi-derivative" [3, p. 9l], [7, p. 157 We now discuss the difficulties associated with the definition of C -mappings in topological linear spaces. First we note that the two important properties we will require of C -mappings are that they have the composition property (that is, the composite, when it is defined, of two C -mappings is again a C -mapping) and that the definition reduces to the standard definition in normed spaces.
Of course, in normed spaces there is no difficulty. A C -mapping is a A-times We say / is a C°°-mapping if it is a C*-mapping, for each k = 1, 2, >-•.
Notice that if E and F are normed, then the local boundedness of each f ' follows immediately from its continuity, and so our definition reduces to the standard definition in normed spaces.
Next we state the composition property for C*-mappings. Let us denote by C W, V), the class of all C -mappings from U into V.
1.2. Let f e Ck(U, V) and g e Ck(V, W), where k e \l, 2, • • •, »}, U e 0(E), V e 0(F) and W e G(G). Suppose F and G are both separated by their duals.
Then g of e Ck(U, W).
Proof. The proof uses the symmetry of the higher derivatives and the formula
. Since it is long but straightforward we omit it. A detailed proof can be found in [15] .
Seminorms have the following useful property. Let LCS denote the class of all (Hausdorff) locally convex spaces over R.
Let E e LCS and p be a continuous seminorm on E. Suppose p is
Gateaux (= weakly) differentiable on coCE. Then \p (x)\ x e co\ is bounded in E' (the strong dual of E).
Proof. This follows immediately from the result that for each x e <a and y e E, |p'(x).y| <p(y) [10, p. 348].
1.3 shows that the "local boundedness" condition in the definition of Cmappings is automatically satisfied by seminorms.
Let E, F e TLS and U e 0(E), V e 0(F). Then we define collections of mappings C°(U, V), Dkp(U, V) and Dk(U, V) from U into V as follows:
(i) C (U, V) is the class of all continuous mappings from U into V.
(ii) Dk (U, V) (resp. D¿(í/, V)) (k = 1, 2, • • •, «.) is the class of all continuous mappings from U into V, which are ¿-times Fréchet (resp. Hadamard) differentiable.
Throughout the remainder of this paper we restrict attention to the class of topological linear spaces, which are separated by their duals. TLS will denote the class of all such spaces.
We then define the categories C0,*^, Dp and Ck (k = 1, 2, • • •, ~) as follows:
C° is the category whose objects are all open subsets of all topological linear spaces (separated by their duals). For each pair of objects U and V, the morphisms from U into V are defined to be C (U, V), with the usual composition of mappings as their product. Dfj (resp. Dp, resp. Ck) (k = 1, 2, •.
•, «>) has the same objects as C and License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use for each pair of objects U and V, the morphisms from U into V are defined to be D^iU, V) (resp. DkpiU, V), resp. CkiU, V)).
The composition property for the categories D^ and Dp is proved in [16, p. 9].
(Actually Penot only gives the proof for Dp, but since the higher Hadamard derivatives are symmetric, it can easily be modified to cover D^ also [15] .) See also [2, p. 234] .
We now give the definition of an o-category.
This definition was first given in Banach spaces by Bonic and Frampton [5, p. 878 ]. Suppose E £ TLS and S is an S-category. Then we say E is S-smooth, if
given V e 0(E) and a £ V, there exists / £ S(E, R) such that fia) > 0, /> 0 and ix eE|/Gt)>0}CV.
If p is a seminorm on a vector space, we denote by N , the set {x e E\ pix) = 0}.
Suppose E e LCS and S is an o-category. We say E is strongly S-smooth if there exists a collection PÍE) oí continuous seminorms on E which generate the topology on E and satisfy p e 5(E\V R), for each p e PiE). Then Ea is S-smooth (resp. strongly S-smooth), for each ae A, implies E is S-smooth (resp. strongly S-smooth). Before we can prove the next result (2.7), we will need three lemmas (2.4, 2.5 and 2.6).
Let E e LCS and p be a continuous seminorm on E. Then p is
Gateaux differentiable at x e E if and only if there exists u e E such that for every Cauchy net iha)aeA in E and for every net Ua)aeA in R with ta -»0 Proof. This follows directly from 2.3, 2.5, 2.6 and 1.3. and S4 to manifolds.
It will be convenient to extend the definition of S-smoothness to manifolds.
A manifold A4 of class S is S-smooth, if given V e G(M) and a e V, there exists / e SiM, R) such that fia) > 0, / > 0 and fx e AI| fix) > Of C V.
We omit the easy proofs of the next two results.
3.1. Let M be a manifold of class S. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) ¡M z's S-smooth.
(ii) Given V e Q(M) and compact A C V, there exists U e Q(M) and f e S(M, R) such that A CU, 0 < / < 1, f\U = 1 and {x e M\ f(x) > 0} C V. Notice in connection with the Lindelöf assumption in 3.3 that there is a separable S-smooth locally convex space, which is not S-normal. The product space RR is separable and C°°-smooth, since it is nuclear. But R is not C°°-normal, since it is not even normal [18] .
The following lemma is needed to transfer closed sets between a manifold and the space it is modelled on.
3.4 [6, p. 36]. Let Af be a manifold modelled on E e TLS and let a e M. As a corollary of 3.5, we have 3.6. Let M be a manifold of class S modelled on E £ TLS. If M is paracompact and E is separable and S-smooth, then M admits S-partitions of unity.
Proof. By 3.5 and 3-3, it suffices to show that if M is a paracompact manifold modelled on a separable topological linear space E, then E is Lindelöf.
Let a £ M and ÍU, cf>) be a chart at a, with the property in 3.4. Since M is regular, there exists V £ GiM) such that a e V CV CU. Since V is closed in M, <f>lV) is closed in E. Thus tf>iV) Z) cf>iV) (closure in E!). On the other hand, <f>ÍV) is the closure of <¿(V) in cf>lU). Hence cbiV) C cpTv), and so cplV) = tpWÜ Now q>(V) e 0(E), and so cp(V) is separable.
Thus cpiV) is separable. But <f>iV) is paracompact, and so cp(V) is Lindelöf. After translating qbiV) to make o an interior point, we can write E as a countable union of Lindelöf spaces. Thus E is Lindelöf. (iii) Let M be a paracompact manifold of class C modelled on a Lindelöf locally convex space E with the property that bounded subsets of E are precompact. Then M admits C1 -part it ions of unity.
